
Hello Agents! 

Hoping all is well during this very strange down time. We are finished up with our weekly AWG 

classes (we always take summers off) and since Summer Camps won't be looking the same this 

year - we plan on putting together a series of online zoom classes for Texas actors. One of the 

huge upsides is that all markets can participate without having to drive long distances. 

Below are our first groups of Zoom Classes. Please forward this information to your 

actors. Space is extremely limited (10 students per class) so we are only releasing this info 

through the agents. If you need me to give you the information in another format please just ask 

and I'll be happy to accomodate. 

______________________________________________________________________________

_____ 

 

Toni Brock & Sally Allen 

will be teaching Zoom Acting Classes 

for Teens (ages 13-17) and Adults (18+) 

 

Teen Zoom Acting Class (ages 13-17) 

Thursday 7/09/2020 from 1pm-4pm 

Limit 10 students 

Cost $90 

We will be teaching Script Based Improvisation and Script Analysis - a Script Analysis form and 

Scripts will be emailed before class. Class will begin with a warm-up of improv games. We will 

then move into discussing Script Analysis in relation to the script each actor receives. Finally, 

actors will pair up and perform their scripts using the Script Based Improv techniques taught in 

class. Scenes will be taped and emailed to each actor after class. 

 

Adult Zoom Acting Class (ages 18+) 

This is a two-part series class - must be available for both dates  

Tuesday, 7/07/202 and Tuesday, 7/14/2020 from 6pm-9pm 

Limit 10 students 

Cost $175 (total for both classes) 

We will be covering self-taped auditions. Actors will be emailed scripts and instructions for self-

taping. Actors will need to put themselves on tape before the first class on 7/07. We will review 

the auditions in the first class with notes and coaching on the scenes. Actors will then be asked to 

re-tape the scenes during the intermittent week applying the notes and coaching from Week 1. 

During Week 2 auditions will be reviewed a final time with notes. We will also give insight and 

tips into perfecting your self taping game. We strongly believe self taping will be even more 

important once our industry opens back up - so, be ready and get on your A game! 

 

TO REGISTER FOR CLASS 

Please email brock_allencasting@yahoo.com 

include name, ph#, and class you'd like to attend 
 

mailto:brock_allencasting@yahoo.com

